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XVIDEOS.COM 1953: Nikita Khrushchev is declared leader of the Soviet Union Nikita Khrushchev was declared leader of the Soviet Union on January 8, 1953. Khrushchev had tried to move towards a more moderate Communism, but Stalin, supported by the army and party officials, forced him
back into line. He was succeeded by Lavrenty Beria. THE KHRUSHCHEV RULE: A GLIMPSE OF THE NEXT CRUSADE With the swiftness of a plague disease the Soviets were now in control. It was Khrushchev who codified the Stalinist terror by decreeing that there was a need for "further
collectivization" and that "the Kulaks and kulak families must be extirpated". Stalinism was gone but Khrushchev had not gone with it. HUBERT MERLIN: The nuclear mushrooms began to pop. The military went ballistic. One day it was announced in the press that the missiles could shoot nuclear
warheads at the United States. Just take a seat and wait. The British began quaking. US Senators were almost hysterical. In his memoirs Kennedy wrote: "An arch-reactionary had seized the reins of power in Russia. "The doubts whether the Russians would launch nuclear bombs against us
became so great, that I held briefings twice a day for nearly two months as to the chances, the political situation, and the potential consequences of an attack." Then in October 1947, in a spectacular change of front, Stalin took the United States to the heart of the cold war by ordering a surprise
nuclear attack on Poland. ALEXANDER KALININ: "Moscow will know no rest" Before the invasion the French launched a full diplomatic offensive to warn Moscow that they would regard an attack on a satellite as an attack on all Europe. They were ignored. But much else was changing, too. Mao
Tse-tung's People's Commissars of Education and Cultural Affairs announced a rash of new schools, more than a million new teachers were recruited and universal literacy was set as the goal. Khrushchev had access to a flow of Russia's most secret scientific and military data and a revolution
was in progress. Khrushchev was unaware of Stalin's secret war against the Pope which by 1951 had resulted in the
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